Various kinds of services transmitted over power communication networks are the key to make the power systems maintain normal operation. These various kinds of services may require different quality of service (QoS) guarantees, and scheduling mechanism is an efficient means to meet such requirement. In this study, we give a detailed introduction to several scheduling policies. To accurately evaluate the impacts of scheduling on the performance of services, based on stochastic network calculus, we derive the stochastic delay bounds of different types of services under the introduced scheduling policies.
[12]- [15] , which can model all rate-based packet schedulers with a simple and elegant rate latency service curve [16] . Based on stochastic network calculus, we provide a unified treatment to a variety of problems arising in packet networks offering guaranteed service, and analyze the stochastic delay bounds of the three types of services under three kinds of scheduling algorithms. The derived results may provide insight on the design and service guarantee of power communication networks.
Background
QoS Mechanisms in PTN 2.1.
QoS mechanism is one of the most important technologies in PTN. PTN provides QoS guarantees through three aspects: control plane, data plane and management plane. In data plane, it usually includes the following mechanisms: traffic classification, traffic regulation, congestion avoidance, queueing scheduling and traffic shaping, as shown in Fig. 1 . 

Traffic Classification In traffic classification, flows are classified into different sets according to their QoS demands, which means flows with the same QoS requirements will be assigned to the same flow set.
 Traffic Regulation Traffic regulation checks the flow whether conforms to the pre-negotiated policies, if not, the packets of the flow will be discarded.
 Congestion Avoidance When the network load exceeds the network capacity, congestion will occur. A typical congestion avoidance mechanism is to drop some packets in the buffer.
 Queueing Scheduling Queueing scheduling is one of the core mechanisms to provide QoS guarantees, and it enables different flows to get services of different levels.
 Traffic Shaping Traffic shaping is employed to optimize or guarantee performance, to improve latency, and to increase usable bandwidth for some kinds of packets by delaying other kinds.
In this paper, we focus on exploring the impacts of queue scheduling policies on the performance guarantees. Our analysis is based on stochastic network calculus theory, and some basics of this theory are introduced in the following part of this section.
Network Calculus Preliminaries 2.2.
We use A(t), S(t) and A * (t) to denote the arrival process, the service process and the departure process in time interval (0, t], respectively. B(t) and D(t) represent the queue length in the buffer and the delay at time t. We also denote A(s, t) = A(t) -A(s), S(s, t) = S(t) -S(s) and
We denote F as the set of non-negative increasing function, in which each element function f(· ) satisfies the following equation:
The following two inequalities hold for any non-negative functions X(t) and Y(t), and the proof of the following two inequalities can be referred in [3] .
Min-plus algebra is the mathematical basic of network calculus. For given functions f and g, the operations defined under min-plus algebra are as follows [1] .
 The min-plus convolution of f and g is
The min-plus de-convolution of f and g is
As mentioned above, A(t) and S(t) are used to denote the cumulative arrival process and the cumulative service process, and they are modeled as stochastic arrival curves and stochastic service curves in the analysis. Different models of stochastic arrival curves and stochastic service curves have been introduced in [7] . Our analysis is based on virtual-backlogged-centric stochastic arrival curves and virtualbacklogged-centric stochastic strict service curves, and their definitions are as follows. 
for any x ≥ 0.
Stochastic Delay Bound Analysis
In this section, we mainly discuss the delay bounds of different services under respective scheduling mechanisms in PTN-based power communication networks. There are many types of services in power communication network, including three typical types: scheduling voice service, real-time data service and monitoring service. For convenience, let A, B, and C denote these three services, respectively. Usually, A needs the highest level of QoS guarantees, and B comes second. Assume service A, B and C satisfy ,
, respectively. We also assume the server satisfies , Sg   .
FIFO (First In, First Out) Scheduling Policy 3.1.
FIFO is the simplest priority based scheduling algorithm. It is the foundation of other scheduling mechanisms and has been widely used in current Internet. FIFO operates on strict "first come, first serve" basis and provides basic store-and-forward function (see Fig. 2 ).
FIFO Scheduler
Packets to be processed Queue Server Fig. 2 . A FIFO scheduling system.
As the packets in the queue tail may come from service A, B and C and the scheduler operates on "first come, first serve" basis, A, B and C have a similar delay. Therefore, we can regard the three types of service as one. According to the aggregation property [10] , the combined service satisfies
Based on the properties mentioned in section 2, we derive the delay bound of the combined service as
The delay of a packet is the difference between the timestamp when the packet arrives at the system and the timestamp when the packet leaves the system. Hence, the delay for the packet arrives at the system at time t can be expressed as.
This expression means for any
Since
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Then we obtain the delay bound as
PQ (Priority Queueing ) Scheduling Policy 3.2.
A priority queueing scheduler maintains a series of queues. Only when all the packets in the queues with higher priorities have been processed, the packets in the queues with lower priorities could get service (see Fig. 3 ). Assume that service A has a higher priority, B has a medium priority and C has a lower priority. For service A, it suffers no competition from service B and C, which means service B and service C can be seen as not existed. Hence, the delay bound of service A is 
Priority
For service C, we can regard services A, B and C combined as C'. Similar as the analysis for services B, C and C' has the same delay bound
CQ (Custom Queueing) Scheduling Policy 3.3.
CQ could support 17 queues at most, numbered from 0 to 16. Queue 0 is the queue with highest priority, only when the packets in queue 0 have been processed, the scheduler allocates service to other queues. CQ adopts Round Robin scheduling algorithm for queue 1 to queue 16, and it pre-configures the amount of packets to be processed for each queue. The Fig. 4 shows the schematic of CQ scheduling system. Fig. 4 . A CQ scheduling system.
Let service A have the highest priority, service B and C are pre-configured with the amount of packets by b and c. For service A, service B and service C can be ignored, and the delay bound is
For service B and service C, they can get the leftover while the handled service A has been handled. Let S' denote the leftover service, then S' = S -A.
As S' = S -A then 
s S s t t s t s S s t A s t t s S s t A s t s f x t g
Then S' has a stochastic service curve '~' ' , ,
where
According to the scheduling mechanism of CQ, service B and service C at least get the leftover service with the ratio of λB and λC, where λB = b /b + c and λC = c /b + c. Let SB =λB · S' and SC =λC · S', then ,, , ,
According to the Definition, we have .
From the analysis above, we can see that FIFO cannot provide differentiated services. PQ could ensure the service with high priority get sufficient service resources and good performances. However, when there is a burst of the service with higher priorities, the service with low priority may not get processed for a long time. That means the delay of the service with low priority may be large. CQ not only guarantees the service with high priority get sufficient service resources, but also can make sure other types of services obtain reasonable service resources in time. Since all the services in power communication networks should get differential QoS guarantees, CQ is the most suitable one among the three scheduling mechanisms.
Validation of Stochastic Delay Bounds
In this section, some simulations are conducted to verify our analysis above. The simulations are based on SimEvents, and the basic simulation model is shown in Fig. 5 . According to different scheduling policies, the simulation models are also modified. We assume the arrival processes of A, B, C follow Poisson distributions, and the server provides service with a constant rate. The parameters can be referred to in Table 1 . The stochastic arrival curves of service B and C can be obtained in a similar way. For each scheduling policy of FIFO, PQ and CQ, the simulations are conducted for a hundred times. Fig. 6 shows the theoretical and simulation delay bounds of service A, B, C under three scheduling policies. In particular, according to the previous analysis, under FIFO scheduling policy, services achieve the same theoretical delay bound, while the difference of the simulation delay bounds on the three services is quite small as shown in (a). As depicted in (b) and (c), service A has a similar delay bound which is in accordance with our previous analysis that service A suffers no competition from other services since it has the highest priority in PQ and CQ. From Fig. 6 , we can also observe that the gaps between the theoretical results and simulation results are very small, which validates the accuracy of our analysis.
(a). FIFO;
(b). PQ; (c). CQ; Fig. 6 . The stochastic delay bounds under FIFO, PQ and CQ.
Conclusion
In power communication networks, various kinds of services require differentiated quality of service (QoS) guarantees, and scheduling mechanism is an efficient means to meet such requirement. In this paper, we introduce three kinds of scheduling policies into power communication networks and explore their performance bounds on different services. Based on stochastic network calculus, we accurately evaluate the impacts of scheduling on the performance of services, and derive the stochastic delay bounds of these services under the introduced scheduling policies. Based on our analysis, we show that CQ could not only provide the best QoS guarantees to the service with the highest priority, but also provide the customized resources to other services. Our results reveal that CQ is the most suitable scheduling policy for the service of power communication networks. By identifying the key impact factors of delay performance mathematically, our analysis may provide insight on the design of power communication networks.
